Siharan's sentence goes to jury

LOS ANGELES (UPI) — Life or death for Sihan R. Siharan was put in the hands of the jury yesterday after an impassioned plea from the defense for the circle of violence in Sen. Robert F. Kennedy's trial yesterday for slaying to end the counterinsurgency.

The 25 year old Palestinian Arab chewed a word of gum and showed no emotion as an angry prosecution attorney said a half dozen machines were on the United States in the present structure is not only
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HPC to sponsor An Tostal Weekend

By Dave Fromm

Plans are now being finalized for Notre Dame's second annual An Tostal, set for the second weekend in May. An Tostal, which means "merrymaking" in Gaelic, will include the usual games, contests, and activities, and for the first time an An Tostal Queen. The highlight of the weekend will be an Irish Barn Party Saturday night.

The May 8-11 weekend is sponsored by the HPC and financed by both hall and student government. "We're trying to make An Tostal as free as possible even though we are short of money," said Ron Mastriana, general chairman.

Girls from fifteen schools, including Rosary, Musdekin, Barat, Purdue, Michigan State, St. Mary's of the Woods, St. Francis, and SMC, have been invited to attend the affair. The girls will stay in SMC dorms and in motels.

Do you really care about class government? Vote ACE Class of '72

Vote
CASS REGENT
Sophomore Class Treasurer

Ask the man who never stops going to school — about Etna.

We teach school.
Seven thousand people each year attend our schools. That's a larger student body than 90% of the colleges in this country. But our training doesn't stop there.

We want every Etna employee to reach his full potential, use all his capabilities, and be the most knowledgeable in the business. So special programs, advanced study and refresher courses go on all the time.

After all, it's the caliber of our college mad Etna one of the leading companies in the world handling all kinds of insurance. They taught us a lot too.

---

Ron Mastriana

Ron Mastriana

the bed race, will be held in the field next to the road to St. Mary's, across from the retreat center.

Applications are now being accepted for An Tostal Queen. Anyone can enter a girl, or girls can enter themselves. The only requirement is Irish birth. A picture of the candidate and three or four sentences about her must be submitted to Mastriana at 244 Badin.

Seniors focus campaign on bar

Ernestine C. Crawford

Crawford, a Science major, commented on why he was running. He felt that he was the "best man" for the job. He cited his three years of service in class government and said that he was "real interested" in it.

Paul Bachelder emphasized discussion as the main way to handle the issues. Bachelder said that the reason he was not setting down a list of specific proposals was that he felt there was "too much politicking going on for the class office.

The one specific proposal he did make was that he would have every council meeting open to the entire class, not just the officers.

On the issue of the Senior bar, the two men were in virtual agreement. Both wanted to have the bar stay in its present location.

Crawford cited several reasons why he felt that it was imperative the bar remain on campus. The most important, he said, was "safety." Recalling the incidents earlier in the year at the Flamingo Club, Crawford felt it was evident that it was safer to have the bar on campus. He also stated that the South Bend Police Chief "wants it on campus." The reason, Crawford ascertained, was that it would be less of an enforcement problem. Crawford plans to sell Senior bar cards at six dollars apiece, and to reserve floors in the bar for couples only. He plans to spend four thousand dollars on renovation.

OFFICIAL NOTICE

Any Notre Dame Student Planning to Enroll in Professional Education Courses at St. Mary's College for the Fall Semester, 1969-70, is Asked to Contact the Office of Teacher Preparation. This is Necessary Before Registration and Enrollment is Possible. Please Make This Contact by May 1.
JV stickmen win

On Sunday, the "B" squad of the Notre Dame LaCrosse Club defeated the Chicago Lake Forest Collier team. It had not been for Coach Kenty Land's free substitution and misplacement of lines, the score could easily have been much more one-sided.

The first period was all Irish as the stickmen from Notre Dame continuously harrassed the Chiagos. John Moran, a freshman midfielder, paced the Irish first period attack, scoring one goal and setting up two others by create-attackman Eddie Hohen. By the end of the first period, the Irish had pushed ahead on a total of four goals, while the Lake Forest score was nil.

Second period action was quit evenly matched, as Notre Dame slowed down, giving Lake Forest the chance to score three goals; but the Irish added three of their own to make 7-3 in the half.

In the second half, Lake Forest began to press its attack and, by limiting its mistakes to a few penalizations, scored a big advance on an error and scored again. The Irish scoring attack off, while moving the score to 7-4. Outstanding performances were turned in by freshmen Vic Lupo, in his first starting role at fullback, and sophomore Jim Laffey who netted two of the stickmen's eight goals.

"The "A" team will head to Ohio this weekend to tackle a tough Ohio University squad, then return to Notre Dame the week of May 2nd to play the Buckeyes of Ohio State.

Northeastern defeated the club team of Lake Forest by a 9—2 score. 1st Jack McDaniel, 2nd Jack Kelly, 3rd Nick Scarpelli, 4th Tom Keenan, 5th Joe Hallstrand, 6th John Olson. Four from Vic Lupo.

It has been brought to the attention of this department that many Notre Danes, neither read the newspaper nor listen to the radio and thus are never caught up on the happenings. Therefore, if you are interested, you may get the score by calling 2020-In-Game. The Irish will play on Saturday against Western Michigan.

13 proves unlucky for Irish

Notre Dame battled Northwestern for 13 innings yesterday only to lose to the Wildcats 5—4 on a throwing error. The Irish record now stands at 4—6—0 on the season.

ND started off strong by scoring three runs in the third inning. Nick Scarpelli singled, Tom Logan was safe on a fielder's choice, Rich Laube doubled home Scarpelli and then Joe Keenan also hit a double bringing in another pair of Irish tallies.

Starter Ron Smith held Neil at bay until the 6th when Greenfield got aboard on a single, advanced on an error and scored on a sacrifice fly to short right which Scarpelli hauls. In from his second base position, but was out of position to throw.

In the eighth the Irish came to life again with three big runs. They put together five singles to account for the scoring. Wilcox, Greenfield, Bermen, Hallstrand and Olson all contributed for the visitation from Evanston.

The Irish came right back in the ninth inning with the help of the extra men. They had the sacks jammed with nobody out but could only manage one run on a sacrifice fly by Keenan, who had 3 RBIs on the day.

Both teams threatened on numerous occasions but neither side could push across a run until the 11th. Referee Nick Furlong, who pitched excellent ball for five innings, hit the lead off batter, Milliken, who was sacrificed around to third. Then with first and third occupied, and two runs gone, Furlong pitched to Keenan who faked beautifully to second on a steal attempt, but Milliken was safe. Again, Irish had three men on to third, but he threw the base and the Irish went back to the button, deciding to give up score.

The men of Jake Kline will try again today as they travel to East Lansing to play Michigan State. The first game for the Irish will be Friday afternoon against Western Michigan.

The Observer can help if...

The Observer can help if you need photographers and artists, drop a line to Phil Bosco, Photography & Art Editor c/o The Observer.
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ND students to demonstrate against CBS

By Mike Mooney

Calling his plans a move "for freedom of expression, against censorship," sophomore Jim Metzger has announced plans to lead a demonstration in front of South Bend's CBS affiliate WSBT in protest against the cancellation of the Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour.

The demonstration will take place this Thursday, April 24, in front of WSBT's offices at 300 West Jefferson, from two until five p.m. The demonstrators will sit on the sidewalk in front of WSBT. Metzger hopes to initiate a discussion among the demonstrators concerning censorship. He plans to speak with the station manager of WSBT and to circulate a petition among the demonstrators in the form of a protest letter to Robert Wood, President of CBS.

The former chairman of the Sophomore Literary Festival added that there was a good chance that a newswatch of the demonstration would be aired nationally.

Metzger insists that the "arbitrary censorship of CBS has forced to undergo a battery of three censorship committees. The tapes of the show were censored first by the CBS studios in Hollywood, then the offices in New York, and finally 200 CBS affiliates were permitted to view the show ahead of time and cut any parts they chose.

Shuttle system changes

There is going to be a change in the present shuttle system linking the ND-SCMC community. So said Student Union Transportation Commissioner Tim Collins yesterday.

The change is going to be dependent on the results of a sampling to be done this week. Collins is asking the cooperation of DuLa and St. Mary's students in a telephone poll that will include questions dealing with the use of the shuttle on a yearly, weekly, or per-trip basis.

Randomly chosen students will also be quizzed as to where they get off the shuttle, and what hours they are most likely to use the bus.

On the basis of the telephone results and also from data already collected from physical counts by bus drivers, the transportation Commission will consider two solutions to the current problem.

Union plans include having the same schedule continued, with the use of South Bend vehicles rather than school-owned ones. Alternative school-owned buses could be employed, with two buses hitting stops every fifteen minutes.

FOLK FESTIVAL

The Bluegrass Gentlemen Feathermim Simon and Blaha Ginter Sisters Dorian and CHUCK AND MARY PERRIN (COME CASUAL, BRING A BLANKET)

WESTERN UNION

SENDING BLANK

To The Girls of St. Mary's,

Just a reminder in case you didn't get our Letter before Easter. stop

The OBSERVER needs you. stop Tonight and tomorrow night we will be in the dining hall at St. Mary's to talk to you about it. stop Stop around if you have time. stop Thanks. stop
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